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A simple presentation of the history of economic thought could summarize two different 

approaches, the first a history of ideas, looking for progress in ideas, the second locates those 

ideas in context in which we can discuss issues of appropriateness. We could have an 

ideas/context divide in the history of thought. It may be that neither possibility presents a pressing 

case for any history at all, if it is progress then why study a past of wrong ideas? If it is a matter of 

context why is this relevant to today? Evidently people do the history of thought because they do 

have an interest in where we are now and how we got there. In addition people may use that 

history for a critical examination of today. The performativity programme appears to offer some 

way forward from this by opening out the challenge of producing what Callon called a ‘social 

history of economics’ here the concern is in how economics formed the economy.  

This possibility is not an adequate move away from the context/idea since it merely reverses the 

orthodox view of economics as studying a pre-existing reality. Inadvertently, we escape one 

methodology only to turn to another. We can avoid this by considering a full interaction of 

economy and economic theorizing; for this to be meaningful it must be in terms of a content. That 

content is the independent labourer; once recognised it allows us to see a story and structure in 

how economics formed economy. We no longer have a pre-existing economy but then nor do we 

have a pre-existing economics. Economy is the condition that allows and enables the independent 

labourer and economic theorizing must consider how that condition can be achieved. We can 

examine an interaction between economic theorizing and economy in terms of the social purpose 

of achieving the independent labourer and so produce a social history. We are clear of the 

ideas/context divide; our history of economic thought becomes a laboratory for the investigation 

of the nature and purposes of economic theorizing. By following a focussed history through 

Ricardo, Marshall and Keynes it is possible to show a movement from the emergence to 

consolidation then defence of the independent labourer.  In the light of this history we can also 
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then reflect on the nature of modern economics and indeed even suggest something about the 

nature of modern economy..  

 

In reflecting on the credit crunch Robert Shiller, referring specifically to the USA but having 

wider resonance especially for the UK, in the 1990's, argued that '[t]he Protestant work ethic that 

had underlain the national psyche for so long underwent a makeover.’(Shiller, 2008, 57)  He went 

on, 'To a substantial extent, we no longer admired those who were merely hard workers. To be 

truly revered, one had to be a smart investor as well.’(Shiller, 2008, 57) This was a matter of no 

little concern for as he put it, ‘It is the change in thinking about ourselves that is the deepest cause 

of the bubble.’(Shiller, 2008, 57)   That change that Shiller refers to seems associated also with the 

rise of market fundamentalism. At the core of that set of ideas about the market is a simple notion 

of rational maximiser. This agent is absent of any notion of social existence or responsibility. 

These are not denied but again nor are they necessary for a conception of the economic agent.  It is 

the claim of modern economics that it can grasp the essentials of any particular social or cultural 

situation in terms of the basic postulates of self-interest and rationalisation. This is a scientific 

claim to study what is there. It is one of the complaints of the performativity programme that the 

social sciences have been reluctant to ‘consider the impacts of their own inquiries on the objects 

they seek to study’. (Çalışkan and Callon 2009 p.370) This questions an understanding of the 

economy as a ‘pre-existing reality’ and posits it rather as an ‘achievement’ (p.370).  We are lead, 

by context, to an inquiry into how ‘economics, in the broad sense of the term, shapes and formats 

the economy . .’ (Callon, 1998 p.2). There may be no economy without economics (Callon 1998) 

but this gives us no history. Or rather it avoids a history for this present state of economic 

theorizing has not always been so. Rather what we examine here is a development of economic 

theorizing that was indeed concerned with the formation of what it studied. The argument here is 

that each of our selected authors was concerned to achieve conditions adequate to the independent 
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labourer.  

 

The history of the discipline becomes a laboratory for examining what economics does and how 

itself must change in relation to economy. Callon is right in identifying Karl Polanyi as one of the 

‘rare attempts to link economics and economy’ (Callon 1998:  2) but Polanyi’s account is 

insufficient. He does offer insight into the ‘establishment of a labour market’ (Callon 1998:  2) 

through the central concept of fictitious commodities of which, of course, labour power is 

essential. On this basis, political economy appears as dangerously abstract in subordinating society 

to economy. Economic theorizing is understood to form economy but, based on fictitious 

commodities, to have no perspective on society. Social protection appears as the corrective. This 

one-sided view emphasises a utopian element in economic theorizing. So liberal order evolves and 

reaches a point of crisis that, as presented by Keynes, has economic thought going from abstract 

impracticality to practicality. Such a history offers limited scope for an alternative to a history as 

progress in ideas and is anyway wholly inadequate to grasp the nature of economic theorizing in 

the works of David Ricardo, Alfred Marshall or John Maynard Keynes. 

 

I define economy as the conditions adequate for the independent labourer. Now, in  shaping this 

definition we have not moved so far from Polanyi’s core explanation  but the move is decisive in 

going from a flattened vision of commodification, through  labour power, to the more complete 

vision of a social figure, the independent labourer. Developments in economic theorizing arise 

from the need to shape, and respond to, a social content, the condition of the independent 

labourer
i
. The social purpose of economic theorizing sensitises it to changes in context, to which it 

responds within definite limits. We can still speak of a science but without that positivistic claim 

of economics in respect of a pre-existing reality. The constitution of an object, ‘labour power’
ii
, 

could not be disentangled from its holder, the person; this peculiarity required an order in which 
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the viability of the commodity rested on the viability of the person. A concern about social order 

and indeed then social justice had to be central to the concerns of the authors we study here, they 

had to be concerned about the effects of their inquiries since this was indeed the whole point. .  

 

The independent labourer links thought with context. We can examine this link through the works 

of Ricardo, Marshall and Keynes that provide our laboratory, a contained development of 

economic theorizing. Once we bring into view the independent labourer, political economy 

escapes the narrower history and opens out to a wider interest in the formation of free labour, an 

alternative to aristocratic rule. This figure of the independent labourer emerged through a social 

and moral shift from paternalist care to individual responsibility. The latter implied a moral 

capacity and so, as Thomas Chalmers put it, a ‘fitting theatre’ for its exercise
iii

. We find two 

related inquiries: into the nature of homo economicus and into whether a market could deliver on 

the promise of responsibility, a promise fundamental to the emerging political order.  

 

The independent labourer was understood as having intrinsic moral responsibilities and 

capabilities, considered intrinsically desirable in themselves and for social life. These 

responsibilities were key to understanding how political economy could envision a social 

alternative to aristocratic control. Key reforms that Ricardo had in mind, the reduction of 

government interference and spending, free trade (ending the Corn Laws), abolition of the poor 

laws, the extension of the franchise, have a common theme - the emergence of the independent 

labourer as a social figure of responsibility. Once we define economy as the condition adequate 

for the independent labourer then the evolution of economic theorising falls into place. David 

Ricardo's long run (abstract) perspective was central to his understanding of a natural order 

achieved without the immediate hand of the aristocracy.  Marshall’s focus on poverty highlighted 

problems in responsibility hence in the formation of the independent labourer that required policy. 
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Economics could provide an analysis capable of distinguishing short and long run effects. This 

approach culminated in Keynes’s acceptance of the ‘fact’ of unemployment and so, again, a 

problem in social order that required a macroeconomic analysis of the short run.  

 

 

The changes considered here, in terms of economic thought, were accompanied by concrete 

changes in the form of the wage. Administrative mechanisms changed.  Political economy evolved 

first through advocacy of a unified wage, disentangled from paternalism, then through acceptance 

of a wage divided between enterprise and state provision, and hence with a mixed mediation of 

need. The form of the wage is fundamental but it is the associated administrative forms that are 

obvious. As the wage divided, administration had to emerge for a new regime of needs, ‘The real 

course of development has been first from status to contract, then from contract to a new kind of 

status determined by the law, -or, in other words, from unregulated to regulated contract.’ 

(Toynbee 1927: 5)  This administered regulation of needs found its completion in Keynes's macro 

analysis.  

 

 

Classical 

We do to Ricardo what we suppose him to do to the world when we consider his renowned 

abstraction, that ‘Ricardian Vice,’ as simply the consequence of a methodological decision. 

Abstraction should be understood in context as practical for a vision that looked beyond 

immediate patronage and privilege, beyond ‘Old Corruption’, to an underlying, permanent, order. 

He looked beyond the immediate presence of self-interest to an underlying general interest so his 

political economy could set out a vision of social order. This practical concern is usually ignored. 

Hollander captures the typical view that it was Ricardo’s ‘‘predilection’’ for long-run analysis that 
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allowed him to appear ‘‘divorced in his intellectual interests from ‘‘day to day’’ considerations’’ 

(Hollander 1979: 657) But for Ricardo ‘day to day’ considerations were, given the existing 

constitution, in thrall to the real and immediate power of the day.  Short run concern would be a 

capitulation of the general interest to the care of aristocratic privilege. 

 

The point is illustrated in Ricardo’s debate with Malthus who preferred to examine ‘‘things as 

they are,’’ the proper point of departure if ‘‘one’s writings . . . were to be . . . practically useful to 

society’’ (1951-55 VII: 121-22). Malthus complained of Ricardo’s ‘‘oversimplification’’ (Malthus 

1989: 6) and the ‘‘tendency to premature generalization’’ (Malthus 1989: 10). Ricardo criticized 

Malthus for his focus on the ‘‘temporary’’ while he, himself, fixed his ‘‘whole attention on the 

permanent state of things’’ (1951-55 VII: 120). The political significance of the temporary is 

evident when we realise that in this period exchange value was subject to any number of 

accidental causes hence had no governing influence. For Malthus, “things as they are” meant that 

exchange values determined the actual path for accumulation and natural price was an average of, 

derived from, market prices. Accumulation was understood as “the immediate progress of wealth”, 

in terms of ‘‘irregular movements” and “the consideration of causes which for eight or ten years 

will have a great stimulus to production” (VII: 122). This required some stabilising force that, for 

Malthus, could only be provided by the aristocracy. It implied support for the Corn Laws as the 

means of bolstering market prices through rent derived demand that would not add to supply. 

 

Ricardo had in mind a lawlike system, with a natural price determined outside exchange, labour 

embodied, that would be a point of gravitation for market prices. Since the latter were the source of 

money revenues, claims on wealth, this implied the gravitation of particular interests to a proper 

economy of labour by which the general interest, wealth, would be achieved. In the absence of a full 

franchise the constitution was in the hands of the aristocracy who designed artificial measures in 
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their own interests. Ricardo needed no other explanation for the Corn Laws. Ricardo argued for an 

extension of the franchise. This would require gradual abolition of the poor laws so that workers 

would be brought into proper contact with a system of political economy. That the poor laws 

depressed wages was sufficient cause but as important was that abolition would bring out the best 

qualities of the working class. The foundation of Ricardo’s system would be the independent 

labourer and what better way was there to teach the ‘poor man to depend on his own exertions only’ 

(VII, pp.124-5) than a perfect system of political economy in which ‘the labouring classes ... receive 

the recompense for their labour rather in the shape of wages than in bounty’? (VII: 124) What better 

way to impress ‘on the poor the value of independence . .’? (I: 107) The unified wage, without 

administrative mediation, would put an independent labourer into contact with accumulation, source 

of demand for labour. In place of relief, Ricardo advocated Savings Banks to enable workers to ‘lay 

up a provision . . . for extraordinary calls . . .’ (VII: 248). The aim was moral responsibility so the 

‘labouring classes [should] know how to regulate their own affairs, and understand and foresee the 

circumstances which are to procure them happiness . .’. (IX: 261) In such circumstances they would 

vote for an end to restrictions. 

 

Those like Ricardo who argued for poor law reform at this time were concerned about the 

formation of the independent labourer. Bishop Sumner and Thomas Chalmers
iv

 looked to find the 

positive message from Malthus’s approach to population and saw the opportunity for moral 

conduct as the basis for economy. Nassau Senior described the situation before the Poor Law 

Amendment Act, ‘the labourers of England were treated not as freemen but as slaves or domestic 

animals,’ and they received ‘not strictly speaking wages regulated by the value of their labour, but 

rations proportional to their supposed wants’ (Senior 1841: 63-64) Senior summed up the 

principle behind reform of the old poor laws, ‘in proportion as coercion is given up, and the 

interest of the party is made the spring of action, temptations to vice will be excluded, and habits 
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of labour and honesty will be gradually acquiredv.’ (Senior 1841: xii) Without the poor law, 

workers could learn new duties, acquiring the necessary moral habits so that the ‘high wages of 

one period’ could ‘meet the low wages or inactivity of another’. (67) Thrift was key. Poor law 

reformers believed that the independent labourer, become responsible, would save in anticipation 

of potential problems. People had moral responsibilities that required the capacity to fulfil them 

adequately. It was the latter that marked a functioning economy rather than simply a market 

allowing free choice. Political economists were proposing, with different emphases, a government 

by interest through which people would learn, under abstract or immanent laws, the moral conduct 

by which society ordered itself. This argument for interest was of course central to political 

economy but we have learnt through an unfortunate methodological acclimatisation to miss the 

social content in these earlier thinkers. 

 

Ricardo’s political economy rested on this pursuit of interest. He trusted to the independent 

labourer.  Democratic reform could achieve political arrangements in which no special interest 

held control, the ‘House of Commons . . . should represent the people fully and efficiently, instead of 

representing only a small proportion of the people of England.’ (1951-55 V: 484) The franchise had 

to include all interests including those without property. Exclusion from property put the working 

class in a special position to guarantee the system as a whole. Owners of property benefited from 

interference with particular prices. Only those without property depended on accumulation itself.  

(1951-55, V: 501-503) The franchise would underpin a free market against the manipulations of 

the powerful and achieve a secure order based on a viable relationship between the short run 

pursuit of interest, hence meeting needs and responsibilities through the wage, and the long run 

accumulation of capital. The free exercise of interest by all would curb privilege and secure the 

general interest lying in accumulation. Continuing accumulation would ensure a buoyant demand 

for labour so that the use value content of wages could rise even as the value content fell. (1951-55  
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II: 373) 

 

 

Marshall 

As for Ricardo, so for Marshall the independent labourer was essential. The changes in economic 

thought that Marshall argued for were required to address the problem of securing the independent 

labourer. From the start of his Principles we can read of the formation of character and so the 

formation of the independent labourer. Indeed this theme had not only  predated his turn to 

political economy but had provoked it, once he realized that political economy, as it stood, was an 

obstacle to moral improvement. (Groenewegen, 1995: 141)  

 

Marshall wanted an economics that enabled progress and for this the moral and economic material 

were each the basis of the other. This is illustrated by his view of physical work wherein while 

muscular constitution was important, he did not believe it to be key,  ‘ . . it depends also on force 

of will, and strength of character. Energy of this kind, which may perhaps be taken to be the 

strength of the man as distinguished from that of his body, is moral rather than physical . .’ 

(Marshall 1956: 161-2) Rather than to the physical requirement he looked to its direction and so,  

‘This strength of the man himself, this resolution, energy and self-mastery, or in short this 

“vigour” is the source of all progress: it shows itself in great deeds, in great thoughts and in the 

capacity for true religious feeling.’ (Marshall 1956: 162)  

 

Marshall's distinction between standard of life and standard of comfort further illustrates the point. 

Comfort referred to material development but beyond that was the standard of life and this was 

'taken to mean the standard of activities adjusted to wants. Thus a rise in the standard of life 

implies an increase of intelligence and energy and self-respect; leading to more care and judgment 
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in expenditure, and to an avoidance of food and drink that gratify the appetite but afford no 

strength, and of ways of living that are unwholesome physically and morally.'(Marshall 1956: 

574)  It is evident that in considering activity, with its orientation to the future, Marshall took the 

moral to be intrinsic to the standard of life. He argued that for any one trade a 'rise in the standard 

of life . . . will raise their efficiency and therefore their own real wages.'(Marshall 1956: 574) In an 

earlier footnote he had explained the issue in this manner, 'Freedom and hope increase not only 

man's willingness but also his power for work; ...' and he emphasised that 'without hope there is no 

enterprise' (Marshall 1956: footnote 165). This question of the future, including 'care and 

judgment', distinguishes a standard of life from that of comfort and brings the moral to the fore 

since questions of choice and vision become prominent. There is then a vital clarification in regard 

to historical development, 'Freedom so far has been regarded as freedom from external bonds. But 

that higher freedom, which comes of self-mastery, is an even more important condition for the 

highest work.' (Marshall 1956: 165) Examining the claim that the modern period was best 

characterised by competition, Marshall assented to its importance but took it as secondary and, 

consequential anyway, to more fundamental characteristics of modern life. He considered these 

characteristics to be, 'a certain independence and habit of choosing one's own course for oneself, a 

self reliance: a deliberation and yet a promptness of choice and judgment, and a habit of 

forecasting the future and of shaping one's course with reference to distant aims.' (Marshall 1956: 

4) These were fundamental, appearing both in competition and cooperation. In rejecting the 

primacy of competition, Marshall also rejected that narrow selfishness associated, today, with the 

rational maximiser, 'it is deliberateness, and not selfishness, that is the characteristic of the modern 

age.'(Marshall 1956: 5) In pointing to deliberateness Marshall did not thereby banish selfishness 

but did leave us poised to understand activity freed from the hand of privilege and custom, so 

independent and facing moral choices. 
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For Marshall, the moral was intrinsic to development, as both purpose and  instrument. This had 

important implications since, 'Three necessaries for full efficiency - hope, freedom, and change – 

cannot easily be brought within the slave's reach.' (Marshall 1956: 575) Independence was vital 

and, therefore, so was character because decisions about old age, unemployment, sickness, care of 

family etc. were resolved down to the labourer. For Ricardo these moral choices required, 

necessarily, freedom, hence reform, from short run control by privilege. Marshall was aware of 

this perspective; he recognised that earlier economists' defence of free enterprise, while  

interpreted as harsh in his own day, was rooted in a context where, ' . .they saw clearly, what we of 

this generation have in great measure forgotten, the cruelty of the yoke of custom and rigid 

ordinance which it had displaced . . ' (Marshall 1956: 10). Context, so particular problems, formed 

the views of 'Ricardo and his followers' but produced also a 'narrowness' of view. An aspect of this 

narrowness was, in Marshall's perspective, the treatment of self-interest as if its defining 

characteristic were indifference to the well-being of others. Marshall rejected this for he saw 

'above all the emancipation from custom' (Marshall 1956: 4). From this followed that emphasis on 

'deliberateness' (Marshall 1956: 5) including 'constant forethought' and 'restless enterprise' 

(Marshall 1956: 4). Character was basic to self-interest since, without custom and so looking to a 

future, the agent must develop her own behaviour.  

 

 

Character was central to Ricardo's trust in the benefits of democracy extended across the working 

classes. But conditions had not held constant. In Marshall's time, in the 1870s, Toynbee had 

warned that the significance of Ricardo had changed. Once the backbone of the middle class, 

latterly his work had become a provocation to disorder, ‘Instead of a healer of differences it 

became a sower of discord. Instead of an instrument of social union it became an instrument of 

social division.’ (Toynbee {1884} 1927:147) As Toynbee pointed out, development of the working 
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class was behind this change but this meant nothing without the resultant focus on problems in the 

meeting of needs, hence the short run. So, poverty was key. Marshall wondered 'whether there 

need be large numbers of people doomed from their birth to hard work in order to provide for 

others the requisites of a refined and cultured life; while they themselves are prevented by their 

poverty and toil from having any share or part in that life.' (Marshall 1956: 3) Marshall was 

especially concerned with progress; the question of whether all could share in it was 'being 

pressed to the front by the growing earnestness of the age' (Marshall 1956: 3). The path of 

progress depended on short run conditions, in particular when in poverty, circumstances formed 

character rather than character determining circumstance. Time was central once recognised that 

the individual could be formed by circumstances. From the Principles {1890} we find, ‘man’s 

character has been moulded by his every-day work . . .’ (Marshall 1956:1). The significance of 

this becomes apparent as he complained that many lived in poverty and ‘the conditions which 

surround extreme poverty, especially in densely crowded places, tend to deaden the higher faculties.’ 

(Marshall 1956: 2) Even outside the residuum many could not make ‘the best of their mental 

faculties’ due to overwork, lack of education or leisure. And so, ‘The study of the causes of poverty 

is the study of the causes of the degradation of a large part of mankind.’ (Marshall 1956: 2) The 

modern view had to take in the fact that a man’s character was ‘a product of the circumstances under 

which he has lived.’ (Marshall 1956: 631) Evidently this required understanding of short run 

processes in which characters might be irrevocably formed. Consideration of policy became 

necessary if circumstances formed character; this implied, for analytical purposes, that the 

interaction, between short run and long periods came into play.  

 

Despite his own claim, Marshall made a significant departure from Ricardo when he argued that 

the distinction between normal values and market values broke down depending on the time period of 

analysis, ‘Nature knows no absolute partition of time periods in to long periods and short;  . .’  
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(Marshall 1956: vii). That partition was socially vital to Ricardo since the short run in the context 

of moving beyond ‘Old Corruption’ was subject to accidental, or privileged, influences. Ricardo 

wanted a self-government by interest achieved through a unified wage, free from the hand of 

privilege, allowing choice over future aims so that interest would be brought within the natural 

laws of political economy. Marshall could have sympathised with such a vision but the 

significance of the short run had changed.  If responsible choices were thwarted in poverty then 

circumstance, the short run, became the basis for a subjectivity that would threaten political 

economy.  

 

There is an obvious political difference between Ricardo and Marshall in that the perceived threat 

to political economy had moved from the aristocracy to the potential of an organised working 

class.  However, we would miss the driving force of the development of political economy if we 

simply took this as a one-dimensional political issue.  Ricardo felt confident about the direction of 

the working classes, given independence. This confidence was not shared by Ricardo’s opponents 

who believed democracy would see workers using the vote to bolster the poor laws. For Ricardo 

gradual abolition of the poor laws would produce the independent labourer who would vote for 

laissez-faire. It was because of poverty that Marshall accepted the need for policy. Once he had 

rejected socialism as being inimical to the 'springs of vigour' (Pigou ed. 1931: 334, Marshall 1956: 

593) , he turned to  political economy because of his ‘desire to know what was practicable in social 

reform by State and other agencies . . .’ (Pigou ed. 1931: 334).  This required an economics 

curriculum. In, ‘Economic Teaching at the Universities in Relation to Public Well-Being’ he asked 

his audience to consider ‘What is the national interest in the supply of trained economists?’ (Marshall 

1903: 34). The development of world economy had intensified ‘social problems and the human 

aspects of economics generally, especially labour problems’ (Marshall 1903: 35). The ‘present age’ 

was one ‘full of hope but also of anxiety.’ Social and economic forces capable of bringing good were 
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‘uncertain in their operation’ because of the ‘rapid growth of the power and inclination of the 

working classes to use political and semi-political machinery for the regulation of industry.’ This 

power could have great benefits, but it could equally cause great injury, ‘if guided by unscrupulous 

and ambitious men.’ (Marshall 1903: 37-38)   

 

To resolve this future of ‘hope or anxiety’ there had to be ‘sympathetic students, who have studied 

working class problems in a scientific spirit’. When they are older and more mature ‘they will be 

qualified to go to the root of the urgent social issues of their day, and to lay bare the ultimate as well 

as the immediate results of plausible proposals for social reform.’ (Marshall 1903: 37-38) The 

Universities were vital since with ‘generous thoughts’ and ‘social training’ they would ‘help one 

social class to look at things from the point of view of another social class . .’ (Marshall 1903: 40). 

Experience in America and in England had shown, ‘that the young man who had studied both sides 

of labour questions in the frank and impartial atmosphere of a great University is often able to throw 

himself into the point of view of the working man.’ (Marshall 1903: 40)  He added, ‘. . this is of 

special importance now that power has passed into the hands of the working classes.’ (Marshall 

1903: 40) The role of economics in this context was to sift working class aspirations into 

‘practicable’ programmes. The practicable referred to immediate conditions and signalled the end to 

ordering the short run through the force of abstract and natural laws.  

 

 

Beatrice Webb described the 1870s as characterised by the ‘discovery of poverty.’ She did not 

refer merely to a material condition but rather a condition in which the ideal relation between 

character and circumstance was reversed. Once the respectable working class felt threatened by 

this fate, feeling incapable of securing their interests through labour, then it suggested 

responsibility should be politically extended to the social control of circumstance. Marshall was 
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aware of the issues; when writing to The Times (The Times 15 Feb p.13) he noted, from his own 

observation, how at ‘Socialist lectures’ the demeanour of ‘bona fide working men’ changed at the 

mention of the cruelty of cutting off outdoor relief; then, ‘every face flashes and every eye 

gleams.’(ibid. p.13) He warned against the assertion of principle, ‘The question whether we are to 

have order or tumult will be decided not by the well-to-do and not by the residuum, but by the 

honest working man. A policy which tends to enlist his sympathy with those who are no friends of 

order is either a great duty or a great blunder.’ (ibid. p.13)Marshall’s advice to ease on principle 

was based on his belief that principle was politically flawed when it made no concession to the 

short run.  The short run could not be abandoned to ‘hidebound’ socialism but nor should it be 

surrendered to abstract laws.  

 

For modern textbook economics the initial assumptions allow modelling, for Marshall these 

assumptions, especially the independent labourer, were the purpose of his work. For Marshall the 

relation of short run and long run was organic. Improvement would contribute to productivity 

gains that contributed to improvement. This concern with the whole has lead to criticism of his 

‘ambiguities’ and the judgment that ‘Marshall was so afraid of being unrealistic that he merely ends 

up being fuzzy and confusing - and confused.’ (Samuelson 1967: 111, also 109) This though does not 

recognise the centrality of moral improvement and how that might affect the desire to be 'realistic'.  

Marshall's concern with the actual development of the system’s presuppositions inclined him to 

consider the ‘fuzzy’ interactions of economic and moral conditions. The nature of industrial 

techniques, the actual possibilities for increasing returns were of decisive importance to 

establishing whether there was a sound basis for improvement in character. Character was itself a 

contribution to the improvement of industrial techniques. This virtuous circle was a secure basis 

for social order. How it came into being, how it could be encouraged and preserved were matters 

of great importance, greater than the gains in static precision from rigorous modelling.  His 
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remarks on equilibrium are indicative, ‘Fragmentary statical hypotheses are used as temporary 

auxiliaries to dynamical - or rather biological – conceptions . .’ (Marshall 1956: xiii). Economics 

should be concerned with human beings who ‘change and progress’ so the central issue must be 

‘living force and movement’. (Marshall 1956: xiii) Despite conceding that treating problems of 

economics in terms of ‘statical equilibrium . . . alone can give us definiteness and precision of 

thought’ he warned that it was only an introduction to ‘a more philosophical treatment of society as 

an organism…’ (Marshall 1956:382) He could conceive ‘no more calamitous notion than that 

abstract, or general, or “theoretical” economics was economics proper.’  (Marshall 1925: 437 note 

27) The equilibrium method applied to economic progress offered little, ‘. .pushed to its more remote 

and intricate logical consequences, it slips away from the conditions of real life.’ (Marshall 1956:382)  

 

Marshall's economics could analyse how people might be gripped in a self-reproducing cycle of 

poverty at the heart of which was low productivity. His diagnosis came with a practical way 

forward for a market society, put simply, to increase productivity. One, admittedly limited, 

reading of classical theory supposed that wages of some workers could not rise without resulting 

in either, or both, falling wages  for others or a self-defeating rise in population. Marshall's 

marginal analysis could consider policies by which the marginal product of labour and so the 

wage could rise. This could be achieved through supply, for example removing the residuum, so 

moving along up the demand curve or through demand when measures to increase productivity, 

shifting the demand curve, could be encouraged. The problem was underemployment rather than a 

recognisable unemployment. Underemployment and low productivity were part of a system; there 

was a superfluity of labour in London and 'misery drives [them] to work for lower wages than the 

same work gets in the country.' (Marshall in Pigou ed. 1966: 144-5), locking in low productivity. 

Removal of the least productive workers to 'a colony in some place well beyond the range of London 

smoke' (Marshall in Pigou ed. 1966:149) would remove their competition (in the supply of labour) 
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and allow the demand for workers, truly needed in London, to raise wages. (Marshall in Pigou ed. 

1966:148). This analysis of market equilibrium showed a vicious circle between poverty and low 

productivity that undermined the conditions necessary for the responsibilities that defined the 

independent labourer.  

 

Once capable of regular work and so long as productivity could increase, labour conditions could be 

compatible with progress. Leisure was vital, ‘no class of manual workers, who are devoid of leisure, 

can have much self-respect and become citizens. Some time free from the fatigue of work that tires 

without educating, is a necessary condition of a high standard of life.’ (Marshall in Pigou ed. 1966: 

599) Leisure allowed education and would improve the standard of life even at the cost of comfort. 

Education implied that opportunity should be open to children. It should include more than just 

knowledge, the teacher must ‘impart character, faculties and activities; …’ (Marshall in Pigou ed. 

1966: 597) This suggested other spending, ‘public money must flow freely to provide fresh air and 

space for wholesome play for the children in all working class quarters.’ (Marshall in Pigou ed. 1966: 

597) With such a policy he also envisaged improvements in sanitation and the regulation of housing. 

Through these suggestions and his retreat from implementation of the poor law Marshall had opened 

the way to a compound wage involving administered elements.  

 

Growth and continuing productivity gains were central to how the independent labourer’s position 

could be secured, but how the benefits came about, and indeed whether they would, required 

careful study. Political economy had to investigate the basis for ethical improvement and 

determine what policies could secure this without obstructing growth. Marshall’s accepted 

contributions to economics arose from this problem. Stigler (Whitaker ed. 1990) identified 

Marshall’s contributions to be the emphasis on time, different periods, as well as external/internal 

economies, development of a theory of the firm, consumer surplus, and a start on a theory of 
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human capital. Growth with better conditions for workers was key to the broader improvement. 

Economies of scale were essential for sustained growth with rising productivity that would allow 

rising wages. A theory of the firm, using a representative firm, was essential to investigating the 

development of economies of scale. Consumer surplus opened the possibility of the investigation 

of welfare and hence of taxation in the short run that did not unduly undermine incentive. Human 

capital can be seen to come from his concern with the foundation of moral improvement.  

 

Keynes 

Hidden in the problem that Marshall confronted was what could be a more intractable problem, that 

of unemployment. In the General Theory Keynes raised the issue of the 'wage in general' but did 

not deny that particular workers could price themselves into work. In looking at these issues we 

will focus on the General Theory.  It is though relevant that even before the 1929 crash, Keynes 

approached the assessment of orthodox ideas of market adjustment in the context first of  an 

historic maladjustment in the British economy but also  the potential, confirmed in 1917, of 

working class politics. Long run adjustment, the free condition of the independent labourer, was 

not plausible if political stability were undermined by the scale of adjustments required. In The 

Tract Keynes mocked the advice of orthodox economists, when he famously declared that ‘In the 

long run we are all dead.’(Keynes 1973-9 IV: 65) The orthodox case rested on an assumption of 

political stability secured because the pursuit of interest and accumulation were each the condition 

of the other. Keynes could not sustain that vision.  The economic merits of the orthodox case were 

as nothing if political disorder came first. There could be no political resolution without change in 

the relationship of the working class to political economy. This required consideration of the short 

run.  

 

The need to address the working class within political economy was common to both his thought 
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before and after 1929. In Economic Consequences of the Peace he warned of the ‘hour of . . . 

confiscation’. The warning, ran on through The Tract, ‘the absolutists of contract’ were the ‘real 

parents of revolution’ (Keynes, 1973-9, IV: 57) In 1925 he argued that ‘questions about the 

economic framework of society will be far and away the most important of political issues.’ 

(Keynes, 1973-9, IX : 295) In The End of Laissez-Faire Keynes assessed the special contribution 

to social order of ‘economists’ who argued for the pursuit of self-interest as achieving the general 

interest (Keynes, 1973-9, IX: 274). His questioning of this principle went to the root of political 

order. Once acknowledged that the pursuit of interest was obstructed, that there was involuntary 

unemployment, a development of economic thought was required if the pursuit of interest were to 

be preserved.   

 

In the first phase, under the Gold Standard, the wage changes required for adjustment and the level 

of working class organisation made flexibility a difficult political issue. The practical meaning of 

a free sway of interests was that the burden of adjustment fell on wages and the greater this burden 

so the greater the pressure on existing working class organisations. (Keynes, 1973-9, XIX: 439-

440) A process that had been regarded as one in which interests took account of their objective 

conditions came to be viewed by Keynes as one policy, chosen badly from amongst others. Wage 

flexibility was a long run policy, the pursuit of which was a ‘grand thing in its way -unless, like the 

operation of systems at Monte Carlo, one has not the resources to last through the short run.’ 

(Keynes, in Howson and Winch, 1977: 57) Political disturbance made the actual timing of 

adjustment processes central and so required analysis of how adjustment occurred, if at all, as well 

as the effect of relying on such a policy. The two issues were evidently connected. He pointed to 

wage reductions as potentially benefiting adjustment but went on to warn that if successful and so 

achieved across the world no competitive advantage would be gained, ‘If, under the pressure of 

compelling reason, we are to launch all our efforts on a crusade of unpopular public duty, let it be 
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for larger results than this.’ (Keynes, 1973-9, XIII: 360) Under the Gold Standard the balancing of 

capital and current accounts was drawn out ‘to the detriment of the working classes’ and on the backs 

of a part of the working population ‘who suffer the misery and deterioration of character that 

follows.’ (Keynes, 1973-9, XX: 97)  Keynes had not developed an explicit concern with character 

but it was part of his intellectual formation. Marshall not only taught him but was a family friend 

while his mother, Florence, became in 1895 the Cambridge secretary of the Charity Organisation 

Society (Skidelsky 2004: 35).  This heritage was part of Keynes’s understanding of the relation of 

short and long run. Deterioration suggested that there was little point in looking to the long run, 

unless of course the economic agent had been stripped of social content as in modern theorizing.  

 

Keynes’s initial optimism that Britain’s problems might actually be eased by the 1929 crash was 

dispelled once he realised the problem faced by the world economy. The issue was not so much 

whether wage flexibility were possible but rather that even if achieved no advantage would 

follow; wage reductions shifted spending from those with a low proportion of savings so would 

increase savings, aggravating the problem of demand and requiring ‘further, further, and further 

cuts in wages. Thus, there might be no equilibrium point until the burden was so intolerable that 

there would be a social cataclysm.’(Keynes, 1973-9, XIII: 371) Keynes had to make a significant 

theoretical break. Keynes’s General Theory was the culmination of a critical examination of the 

consequences of orthodox economic theory.  

 

Keynes’s argument with orthodox theory was not with its internal logic. Orthodoxy lacked 

commonsense (Keynes, 1942: 350); economics was discredited by self-imposed exile from the 

world. (Keynes, 1942: 33) Neglect was given authority by Ricardo’s offer of a ‘hypothetical world 

remote from experience’. (Keynes, 1942: 192) The result was a careless stance towards the short 

run; the ‘facts of experience’ were discounted by theory.   The system had been saved by an 
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English tradition of pragmatism acceded to even by the economists. (Keynes, 1942: 192) Few 

economists could apply theory consistently; Keynes identified only Robbins. Robbins had 

identified national insurance, the division of the wage, as the cause of persisting unemployment, a 

point that Keynes, who accepted the divided wage, could not take seriously. (Keynes, 1942: 20 

note, see also Keynes, 1973-9 XIV: 259) Policy advice inconsistent with theory destroyed the 

practical influence of economics even if it took account of immediate problems. (Keynes, 1942: 

iv) The influence of economics was negative, one that prevented the search for solutions. (Keynes, 

1942: 348 –50) It set up an opposition between orthodoxy and revolution. (Keynes, 1973-9, XXI: 

289, IX: 299, also Keynes, 1942: 381) If this were the only clash, ‘we shall not succeed 

indefinitely in avoiding a clash of human passions seeking an escape from the intolerable.’ 

(Keynes, 1973-9, XIII: 492) Compromise had put off disaster (Keynes, 1973-9, XIII: 492) but, not 

being derived from theory, it remained vulnerable to the assertion of the orthodoxy, as the 1931 

crisis had demonstrated. Subsequently, when Keynes was asked to support the proposals of The 

Next Five Years Group he did so guardedly. They had failed to deal with issues theoretically. What 

was needed was a ‘new underlying economic theory and philosophy of the state’ so as to avoid 

‘extremism during the next slump or two.’ (Keynes, 1973-9, XXI: 354-355) The Next Five Years 

Group, while suggesting what Keynes admitted were ‘excellent’ proposals, was, ultimately, not as 

practical as it imagined; it failed to offer the ‘fundamental diagnosis’ that had the ‘power to persuade 

people.’ Subjective factors had become central as the system itself became vulnerable to alternatives. 

Economic modelling, for Ricardo, could be of objective laws hence of permanent, even if abstract, 

features; against such a view Keynes reiterated to Harrod that ‘One has to be constantly on guard 

against treating the material as constant and homogeneous’. Nothing was sure, ‘It is as though the fall 

of the apple to the ground depended on the apple's motives . . .’ (Keynes, 1973-9, XIV: 300) The 

subjective,  grounded in the short-run, was essential to the General Theory both as economic science 

and response to the fact that, ‘people were unusually expectant of a more fundamental diagnosis. 
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.’(Keynes, 1942: 383). A new vision rather than pragmatism had become vital. 

 

The problem of economics was not internal logic but lay in the relation of theory to the real world.  

This was no abstract issue as the political references make clear and as the centrality of 

unemployment illustrated. The initial assumptions under questions were those compatible with the 

independent labourer. Actual experience was of unemployment and so obstruction in the 

formation of character. Long run orthodoxy had simply assumed the difficulties away (Keynes, 

1942: 34) It had done so by assuming a fixed output to be distributed through relative price, so 

that the wage bargain, and the individual decision, was concerned simply with the distribution of 

labour. The assumption then, slipped in unnoticed, was that the real wage was determined by the 

money wage bargain. Formally, Keynes described this as the second postulate of the classical 

theory, 'The utility of the wage when a given volume of labour is employed is equal to the 

marginal disutility of that amount of employment.' (Keynes, 1942: 5) 
vi

  The independent labourer 

could choose within a given output. Unemployment contradicted this condition. More pertinently, 

involuntary unemployment did.  There could be frictional unemployment and there could be 

voluntary unemployment due to 'the refusal or inability of a unit of labour, as a result of 

legislation, or social practices or of combination for collective bargaining or of slow response to 

change or of mere human obstinacy, to accept a reward corresponding to the value of the product 

attributable to its marginal productivity.' (Keynes, 1942: 6) The cause of involuntary 

unemployment was not at all then sticky wages. Keynes suggested the  second  postulate did not 

hold.   Long run thinking assumed individuals could bargain their way into work; short run 

thinking was necessary when the issue was 'labour as a whole' so that with the possibility of output 

changes, 'there may be no method available to labour as a whole whereby it can bring the wage-

goods equivalent of the general level of money wages into conformity with the marginal disutility 

of the current volume of employment.' (Keynes, 1942: 13) Orthodox thought had performed a 
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sleight of hand by extrapolating the individual to the aggregate case as if the assumption of 

unchanging output could be taken from one to the other. This was the basis of the ‘supposedly 

self-adjusting character of the economic system’ and hence the tendency for the ‘Classical School 

. . . when there is rigidity to lay on this rigidity the blame of maladjustment. .’ (Keynes, 1942: 

257) In The General Theory, having looked at wage flexibility in relation to the propensity to 

save, the marginal efficiency of capital and the interest rate, Keynes concluded that ‘There is, 

therefore, no ground for the belief that a flexible wage policy is capable of maintaining a state of 

continuous full employment’ (Keynes, 1942: 267) and ‘To suppose that a flexible wage policy is a 

right and proper adjustment of a system which in the whole is one of laissez-faire is the opposite 

of truth.’(Keynes, 1942: 269)  

 

Whatever Keynes's critical stance he did not reject the long run perspective just to overthrow 

classical theory. The diagnosis was of obstruction to choice, hence to independence; the policy 

was to restore conditions adequate for responsibility, to prevent has he had previously put it, 

‘deterioration’. (Keynes, 1973-9, XX: 97) The short run required a theory of the aggregate that 

would complete classical theory, so that at full employment, ‘ the classical theory comes into its 

own again from this point onwards.' (Keynes, 1942: 378) Given the level of output, ' determined 

by forces outside the classical scheme of thought, then there is no objection to be raised against 

the classical analysis of the manner 378/ in which private self-interest will determine what in 

particular is produced, in what proportions the factors of production will be combined to produce 

it, and how the value of the final product will be distributed between them.' (Keynes, 1942: 378-9) 

Wage theory as a theory of distribution of given resources, that is to say full employment, could 

come back into its own. The aim was, ‘not to dispose of the "Manchester System", but to indicate 

the nature of the environment which the free play of economic forces requires if it is to realise the 

full potentialities of production.’ (Keynes, 1942: 379) Keynes looked to a system in which interest 
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could again operate with purpose. In such conditions the basis of the independent labourer, and so 

ground for properly expressed moral life would be secured  

   

The key institutional change was in the form of the wage. At the Economic Advisory Council 

Keynes had to counter Robbins’ request that their report should not bow to ‘political expediency’. 

Robbins, then of the Austrian school, believed they should focus on National Insurance and its 

effect on the ‘rigidity of wages’. We see here contrasting orientations to the working class. Keynes 

favoured an indirect approach to wages, for example through the price level, and so policies that 

could reduce the average wage, or, ‘submerge the rocks in a rising sea.’ (Keynes, 1973-9, XIX: 221) 

This would have secondary effects on differentials but in principle it took the structure of wages as 

given. Consistent with this Keynes started from an acceptance of a divided wage. Robbins, taking 

the long run view, regarded changes in the structure of wages as a matter of principle and so 

rejected what he considered the absurdity of any ‘hypothetical disparity from a fictitious average’ 

(quoted in Howson and Winch 1977: 59). This long run downplayed the working class specific to 

that structure of wages, its expectations, institutions and the associated social policy, that involved 

division of the wage. On the other hand the short run was essential to a conservative perspective in 

relation to the existing needs of that working class. So, Keynes assumed a social policy that took 

account of working class needs. That the choice between these perspectives was political was 

recognised by Hayek; he could grant the short run scope of monetary policy, as even had Ricardo, 

but this was certainly no reason to take up an active policy, ‘. . . the problem is not so much what 

we can do, but what we ought to do in the short run.’(Hayek 1941: 409) Concentration on the 

short run he considered a ‘grave menace to our civilization.’ (Hayek 1941: 409) He warned that 

‘the indirect and slower effects of the short run policy of the present shape the conditions, and limit 

the freedom, of the short run policy of tomorrow and the day after.’(Hayek 1941: 409) Robbins and 

Hayek had in mind an enterprise wage as the ideal while Keynes accepted the necessity for a divided, 
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or compound wage. Consistent with the long view Hayek regarded aggregates as illusory; Keynes 

took them to be essential for restoring conditions under which interests could operate to the best 

advantage of all. The restoration could not rely on natural laws, the economic problem ‘should be a 

matter for specialists - like dentistry’; economists should be considered ‘on a level with dentists’. 

(Keynes, 1973-9, IX: 332). This involved elements of central intervention but Keynes was not 

looking to destroy the achievements of his predecessors, indeed he felt there would 'still remain a 

wide field for the exercise of private initiative and responsibility. Within this field the traditional 

advantages of individualism will still hold good.' (Keynes, 1942, p.380) Those advantages were, ' 

partly advantages of efficiency - the advantages of decentralisation and of the play of self-

interest.'(Keynes, 1942: 380) 'The advantage to efficiency of the decentralisation of decisions and of 

individual responsibility is even greater, perhaps, than the nineteenth century supposed; and the 

reaction against the appeal to self-interest may have gone too far.'(Keynes, 1942: 380) When 

defending his position to Hayek, in the course of praising The Road to Serfdom, Keynes argued that 

'..the planning would take place in a community in which as many people as possible, both leaders 

and followers, wholly share your own moral position. Moderate planning will be safe if those 

carrying it out are rightly orientated in their own minds and hearts to the moral issue.' (Wattel, 1985: 

35). It was anyway Hayek himself who managed to make Keynes’s point for him, when in offering 

an article against reflation, asked for it not to be published, ‘if the political situation is so serious 

that continuing unemployment would lead to political revolution’ (Hayek, 1985: 211). Keynes 

looked beyond such limited pragmatism to a general theory of output. Despite methodological 

implications, this was no methodological decision but a substantive one dictated by the condition of 

the independent labourer.  

 

 

Conclusion 
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I have shown a social history emerge through a grounded performativity in which economic 

theorising developed through interaction with economy. We have seen that economy required 

marketization, the establishment of contract, as prerequisite for the formation of the independent 

labourer. Yet also we saw marketization as undermining economy by obstructing the proper 

exercise of responsibility on which social order depended and that distinguishes the independent 

labourer from just labour power. The concern was with a figure of the working class understood as 

having social responsibilities. Saving, or thrift, was a key element, combining moral and economic 

issues, in grasping the viability of this responsibility. Theoretical developments in economic 

theorizing were associated with administrative changes, first, unification then a division of the wage. 

At each point there was a clear commitment to a social order resting on, conceived for, the 

independent labourer who could exercise responsibilities, having character rather than being 

subject to personal dominion. 

 

In modern economic thought the figure of individualism has been depleted; it has no character. It 

is arguable that the developments considered here are partly responsible. Administration was 

required because the market itself undermined character. The mechanisms to secure the conditions 

of that character, and specifically, to preserve the independent labourer, as the social figure of the 

working class, were deployed as interventions, as social technologies, that inevitably displaced 

individual responsibility. This was not the intention at all.  William Beveridge, when he designed 

mechanisms to tackle the problems of a market that undermined responsibility explained that, ‘The 

line between independence and dependence, between the efficient and the unemployable, has to be 

made clearer and broader.’ (Beveridge 1930: 327) However, he would come to deplore the actual, 

rather than intended, operation of insurance after 1911, ‘Moving from contract to status, the 

insurance scheme of 1911 has become a general system of outdoor relief of the able bodied, 

administered by a national in place of a local authority, and financed mainly by a tax on 
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employment.' (Beveridge 1930: 289) His hope was that Keynesian policy, in controlling the 

percentage of unemployment, would allow an actuarially sound system that, in not being prone to 

excessive fluctuations, would not succumb to the expedient anomalies of the previous system.  And 

yet in the statistical principle, however well conceived, we can see the development of that course 

by which character was stripped from individualism. And in the mechanism itself, national 

insurance, as a state scheme for the division of the wage, had begun the transformation of savings 

away from character. This was taken further once consumption was taken as a component of 

aggregate demand; Keynes knew well enough the history he dealt with in naming the ‘Paradox of 

Thrift’.  

 

Modern individualism without character is conceived of as a natural reality underlying diverse social 

arrangements
vii

. A defence of this conception falls short in not recognising an earlier political 

economy based on a person with responsibilities (Jensen and Meckling 1994). As a result, orthodox 

modern economic theorizing has no sensitivity to economy as the condition of the independent 

labourer. We are offered, for example, the homeless person as yet another operator in a world of 

possible trade-off substitutions (Jensen and Meckling 1994). Necessarily, this entails a denial of the 

imperative of need; a flattened story of choice is possible once posed as the alternative to a 

conception of absolute need that is easily dismissable but is abstracted from the responsibilities of the 

independent labourer. It is not that the independent labourer has disappeared from current debate. 

There is, of course, concern about how welfare has fostered dependency, as seen for example in The 

Centre for Social Justice. The point though is that these debates, as with inclusion or exclusion, are 

part of a division of labour of the social sciences and are not central to economic theorizing itself.  A 

confirmation of what is missing comes  in the critical work of Amartya Sen where he poses an 

entangled figure having, or lacking, capabilities and functionings, formed by social context and 

purposes, against the orthodox utility model’s  flattened world of choice. This is a partial rediscovery 
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of the independent labourer made necessary because of the condition of modern economics. The 

significance of this approach runs through all his work and can be illustrated in his discussion of 

poverty and the standard of living (Hawthorn ed 1987 see also Nussbaum and  Sen, eds 1993).
viii   

 

The disappearance of the independent labourer from the mainstream of economic theorizing marked 

a significant moment in a history of how we see ourselves. The 1980s saw the beginnings of de-

regulation that instituted a privatized Keynesianism of personal debt that eventually would have 

global consequences.  Financialisation was accompanied by an economic theory, typified by the 

efficient market hypothesis, that argued markets as capable of dealing with any excesses of debt 

whilst also, on that basis, devising debt objects that dissolved individual judgement of cases within a 

statistical treatment of independent incidents in some form of  distribution.  This market 

fundamentalism was in line with Beveridge’s insurance schemes but had lost any link to the 

independent labourer. Notwithstanding some recent developments in behavioural economics, that are 

anyway psychological, the modern economic agent is firmly established as the naturalised rational 

maximiser.  This had particular consequences within finance
ix

 not least in the dissolution, through 

modelling, of judgment previously exercised by bankers. This process went beyond bankers. 

Economics lost a grasp of economy and so any concern for, or ability to address, the social order of 

the independent labourer. Economics celebrated the loss of social content as a claim to asocial 

universalism. Social concern survives but is dispersed and bits are picked up here and there by a 

fragmented social science.  This concern is up against it being subordinated to an economics that, 

presenting an atomic agent stripped of social content, becomes nevertheless a social lesson for 

depleted conduct. The loss of social content has not meant the loss of social consequence.  
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i
 Along with the development of economic theorizing there was the wider establishment of a law of 

labour to which it contributed and responded (Kay and Mott1982).  

ii
 Ricardo et al spoke of labour rather than labour power but Polanyi’s usage can be retained since it is 

problems of commodification that are being explored. The distinction between labour and labour 

power is examined in Kay and Mott (1982).  

iii
 For a fuller development of Chalmers’s view on morals and markets see Dixon and Wilson (2010) 

iv See Dixon and Wilson (2010) for an account of this. 

v
 Townsend, J. had made a similar point in his A Dissertation on The Poor Laws [1786] ‘. . legal 

constraint is attended with too much trouble, violence, and noise; creates ill will, and never can be 

productive of good and acceptable service . . .’(Townsend, Joseph 1971, p. 23).‘Hunger will tame the 

fiercest animals, it will teach decency and civility, obedience and subjection . . .’ (ibid. p. 23) Freed 

from administration, order would be achieved by the self-regulated pursuit of interest. Chalmers put it 

like this, ‘And better security afar, we affirm, for the quiescence of our working classes, that they 

should be conducted to it, at length, by their own experience, than that they should be constrained to it, 

at once, by the laws of authority.’ (Chalmers 1821-6 vol. III p.211) 

vi
Or, '..the real wage of an employed person is that which is sufficient (in the estimation of the 

employed persons themselves) to induce the volume of labour employed to be forthcoming..' (Keynes 

1942 p.5) 

vii
 For a modern account of the universalism of the rational maximiser see Jensen and Meckling 1994. 

 
viii

 See Walsh (2000) for an account of Sen that approaches this point, also see Lawson, 2009 where he 

deals with behavioural criticisms of the representative person. 
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ix

 See Wilson, D and Dixon, W (2010). 
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